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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present iDVO (inertia-embedded deep vi-
sual odometry), a self-supervised learning based monocular
visual odometry (VO) for road vehicles. When modelling
the geometric consistency within adjacent frames, most deep
VO methods ignore the temporal continuity of the camera
pose, which results in a very severe jagged fluctuation in the
velocity curves. With the observation that road vehicles tend
to perform smooth dynamic characteristics in most of the
time, we design the inertia loss function to describe the ab-
normal motion variation, which assists the model to learn the
consecutiveness from long-term camera ego-motion. Based
on the recurrent convolutional neural network (RCNN) archi-
tecture, our method implicitly models the dynamics of road
vehicles and the temporal consecutiveness by the extended
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) block. Furthermore, we
develop the dynamic hard-edge mask to handle the non-
consistency in fast camera motion by blocking the boundary
part and which generates more efficiency in the whole non-
consistency mask. The proposed method is evaluated on the
KITTI dataset, and the results demonstrate state-of-the-art
performance with respect to other monocular deep VO and
SLAM approaches.
Index Terms— Inertia, Self-supervised Learning, Visual
Odometry, RCNN
1. INTRODUCTION
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is one of the
critical capabilities for robots and self-driving vehicles to nav-
igate in no GPS or RTK (Real-Time Kinematic) available en-
vironment. VO is the front-end module of a typical visual
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Fig. 1. The overview of iDVO. The CNN-RCNN dual net-
works structure takes the sequences as input, and outputs the
per-pixel depth with 6DoF poses sequentially. The total mask
used in view synthesis is combined by the computed dynamic
hard-edge mask and the estimated explain-ability mask. Both
networks can be tested individually.
SLAM, which uses visual information to preliminarily esti-
mate each pixel’s depth and camera motion in the adjacent
frames.
In the past decades, multiple selections of sensors have
been explored in the VO area, such as monocular camera,
stereo camera, RGB-Depth, LiDAR, and visual-IMU (inertia
measure unit). The monocular VO is under most investiga-
tions for its ubiquity and low cost.
For the monocular VO, model-based (or geometric) VO
have been widely researched [1, 2, 3]. However, some disad-
vantages of these methods are insurmountable, e.g., it is hard
to handle non-consistency (non-rigid) structure and not robust
in the high dynamic situation.
To overcome the limitations as mentioned above, recent
deep learning based VO has been implemented and achieved
a considerable performance against traditional methods. One
key shortcoming of deep VO is that the collection of the
ground truth is expensive and laborious [4], so the self-
supervised methods which mainly based on the view synthe-
sis [5] emerge.
However, most existing deep VO are imposing constraints
on the feature/pixel-level error between adjacent frames [6,
7, 8], or by the view synthesis [9, 10]. These VO estimate
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ego-motion only by the spatial information existing in several
frames, which means temporal information within the frames
is not fully utilized. As a result, the output of deep VO is
inaccurate and discontinuous. One of the most obvious results
is that the estimated speed curves (calculate by poses) present
a severe saw-tooth undulation.
Actually, with the effect of inertia, the motion variation
of road vehicles is usually smooth, which means accelera-
tion value is limited in a certain range. Under the normal
driving situation, the vehicle’s acceleration value is usually
under 0.3g (gravitational acceleration) [11], and the deceler-
ation caused by nonurgent braking is mostly less than 0.2g
[12, 13]. In the following part of this paper, we will use the
word “inertia” to describe these attributes of the motion status
of vehicles.
Focusing on the dynamic characteristic caused by iner-
tia, we proposed the iDVO, a self-learning based inertia-
embedded deep visual odometry, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The main contributions of this work are the following:
1) We propose the inertia loss to introduce the abnormal
variation of motion status. This new constraint enables the
model to learn from temporal and spatial consecutiveness
within the vehicle motion simultaneously.
2) We extend the full convolutional architecture to RCNN
while maintaining the system self-supervised. This RCNN is
capable to automatically learn sequences’ internal coupling.
3) Dynamic hard-edge mask is proposed to handle the
massive viewpoint displacement in high-speed motion.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach
that imposes the dynamic characteristic for the deep VO. It is
possible to train with any forward-looking driving video. The
experimental results on KITTI [14] Odometry datasets have
verified the effectiveness of iDVO.
2. OUR METHOD
Our method uses deep neural networks to learn the sequential
ego-motion and the depth of frames from unlabelled dynamic
driving video. On the network architecture, we introduce
RNN block to our models to enhance the ability in dealing
with temporal information. To treat with the non-consistency
or dynamic structure in the frames, dynamic hard-edge mask
is proposed to block unnecessary part of the image in projec-
tion. Lastly, the inertial attribution function is introduced, and
the relevant spatial constraints are also discussed.
2.1. Network Architecture
The encoder-decoder architecture based on DispNet [15]
has been proven to work efficiently in deep VO. This full-
convolutional architecture automatically learns the features
for ego-motion and depth estimation. However, as we men-
tioned in Sec. 1, CNN focuses on the limited input frames,
and ignores the temporal continuity in the whole shot. There-
fore, in our approach, we adopt RCNN architecture to im-
plement an end-to-end deep VO equipped with the ability to
keep the continuity in ego-motion.
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Fig. 2. The CNN-RCNN network structure. The correspon-
dence between color and layer/operation is shown in the leg-
end at the bottom. The left one: the DispNet [15] architecture
is adopted for the depth estimator CNN. The right one: The
pose-prediction RCNN. The decoder part is for multi-scale
explain-ability mask prediction.
Inspired by SfMLearner [9], our networks have two in-
dependent networks in form of encoder-decoder as shown
in Fig. 2, one for the depth inferring, and the other one for
the pose estimating and explain-ability mask generation. The
depth inferring network is fully convolutional, estimating
each pixel’s depth of the input single image. For the first 4
convolutional layers, the kernel size is set to 7, 7, 5, 5, while
all the other convolutional layers use the size of 3.
To learn the connections in the sequence of video, we
adopt the RCNN structure to the pose estimator network. Due
to the regular RNN is hard to train on long time sequence, we
choose to align the LSTM units with the original full convolu-
tional network. Specifically, The ego-motion estimating and
explain-ability mask generating network is extended with 2
layers of LSTM cells at the end of ego-motion estimating pro-
cedure. The LSTM cells input with the feature map generated
by the fifth convolutional layer, and output pairs of relative
poses in 6-DoF, and each of the LSTM layers has 1000 hid-
den states. The multi-scale explain-ability mask is generated
by the last 4 convolutional layers in the decoder part. During
the training, to maintain the order of sequence frames in ev-
ery single shot, we abandon the file-level shuffle and replace
it with a shot-level random selection.
2.2. Dynamic Hard-edge Mask
Because our networks are trained by the video captured in
dynamic vehicles (we remove the static frames by optical flow
from the sequences), the view point will differ time by time,
which means some obstacles at the edges in one frame might
not be captured in the next frame (when forward moving).
As a result, in the reconstruction procedure, some pixels at
the edge part of the resource frame will not be mapped in the
boundary of the target frame.
To generate the non-consistency mask efficiently and pre-
Dynamic Hard-edge Mask
Fig. 3. The sketch of dynamic hard-edge mask (the red part).
For better display, the frame-to-frame time between these 3
frames is ∼0.5s, so the mask is much larger than actual mask
we used in experiments.
cisely, we propose the dynamic hard-edge mask (DHEM).
The DHEM Mht is a hard mask in the edge of resource frame
(as shown in Fig. 3), which together with the soft estimated
explain-ability mask M et will form a complete mask Mt at
moment t. The hard mask blocks the edge pixels by ignor-
ing the pixels in the mask during reconstruction. The edge
mask’s width of the mask is a positive correlation to the ve-
locity at the frame-taken moment, which is calculated by the
estimated pose from the ego-motion RCNN. The width of the
left and right borders will be moderately adjusted according
to the instant steering amplitude.
This efficient DHEM completes non-consistency mask
with the explain-ability mask for the accurate view synthe-
sis, which helps the training converge, also enhances the
performance of depth and ego-motion estimation.
2.3. Loss Functions
2.3.1. Inertia Loss Construction
The inertia loss is constructed by the estimated poses in a pe-
riod of time, more precisely it is calculated by the acceleration
and jerk (the deviation of acceleration). We assume the vehi-
cle accelerate and decelerate smoothly in the video capture
procedure, and jerk of them also varies gently in a reasonable
range. The input of our VO is sequential video captured on
riding road vehicle. At the moment t , the captured frame is
Ft, and the depth network estimates its corresponding depth
map Dt. Then the ego-motion estimation network estimates
the relative 6-DoF poses Tt and Tt+1 between adjacent frames
Ft−1, Ft and Ft+1 (if using three-frame snippet). Every rela-
tive pose T is constructed by position P and orientation ϕ.
The inertia loss is calculated by the estimated poses
T(t0,...,t,t+1,t+2,...) in one single shot. Here we represent
the displacement as velocity vt for approximate fixed frame-
to-frame time (∼0.1s in KITTI). In loss calculating, ϕ is in
the form of Euler angles to avoid the possible optimization
problem in learning. The straight-line velocity and angular
velocity are calculated individually by:
vt = ‖Pt − Pt−1‖ , ϕt = ‖ϕt − ϕt−1‖ . (1)
Then, the sum of both velocity difference form the “accelera-
tion” value at as follows:
at = (vt − vt−1) + χ(ϕt − ϕt−1), (2)
where χ is a scale factor to balance the angular accelera-
tion. The “acceleration” value here is a scalar to describe
the variation of the vehicle motion, rather than the exact ac-
celeration vector. And the jerk jt is simply calculated by:
jt = at − at−1. Because both at and jt have a reasonable
range, we ignore the value in loss if their values less than
their typical value atyp and jtyp, respectively:
Lacce(Tt) = max(0,
|at|−atyp
at
)
Ljerk(Tt) = max(0,
|jt|−jtyp
jt
).
(3)
Finally, the entire inertia loss becomes:
Li =
∑
t
|Lacce(Tt) + Ljerk(Tt)|. (4)
2.3.2. Spatial Losses Construction
The main supervision in our method is still the view synthe-
sis: given a frame shot in a scene, synthesize another frame
in a different pose. In our learning procedure, given a pair
of images Ft and Ft−1, we use the networks to estimate the
ego-motion Tt and the depth Dt and Dt−1. The depth Dt can
be projected as a point cloud Ct in the view position of Ft, so
does the Dt−1. By using the spatial transformer [16], we can
synthesize the reconstructed frames F ′t and F
′
t−1. Compar-
ing the reconstructed frames with the target frames, we can
propose the differentiable image reconstruction loss Lrec:
Lrec =
∑
u,v
∥∥∥(Fuvt − F ′uvt )Muvt ∥∥∥ (5)
where pt(u, v) is one pixel in Ft ,and the Mt is the non-
consistency mask as we mentioned in Sec. 2.2. To prevent
the non-consistency maskMt from minimizing to 0, the mask
loss Lmask is implemented in our work, which is the binary
cross-entropy loss between the mask and a same-size frame
with constant 1 value at every pixel.
In order to comprehensively compare the reconstructed
frame F ′t with the target frame Ft, structured similarity
(SSIM) loss LSSIM [17] and 3D point cloud alignment loss
L3D [18] are also introduced as additional loss.
Final Loss All loss functions in this section are computed
at 4 different scales s, which are 18 ,
1
4 ,
1
2 , and original input
resolution. The total loss is:
Ltotal = ω1Li +
∑
s
(ω2L
s
rec + ω3L
s
SSIM + ω4L
s
3D + ω5L
s
mask).
(6)
The total loss leads the model to learn the VO task in 3 per-
spectives. The inertia loss demonstrates the temporal con-
straint, while the SSIM loss and 3D loss demonstrate the spa-
tial constraint. The view synthesis loss and the mask loss in-
carnate temporal and spatial constraint simultaneously.
3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed iDVO system with
several state-of-the-art VO and SLAM systems in two per-
spective, depth estimation and pose estimation.
3.1. Datasets and Implementation Details
The KITTI dataset [14] is the most common benchmark for
VO algorithm in the transportation scene. During training the
frames are cropped and resized to 416 × 128, and multiple
images are stacked to one snippet as ego-motion RCNN’s in-
put. Data augmentation including rescaling, cropping and lu-
minance correction is applied to enlarge the KITTI dataset.
In training, we remove static frames automatically by limit-
ing the optical flow between 2 frames.
We use Pytorch framework to implement our networks,
and the optimizer is set to Adam with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
learning rate α2 = 0.0002. Typical values atyp and jtyp equal
to 2.0, 0.5, and batch-size is set to 16. And hyper-parameters
χ, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4 and ω5 are determinded empirically, which
are respectively set to 100, 1, 1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.15. Due to using
typical values atyp and jtyp, the depth estimator starts training
with pre-trained model (10k iteration, SfMLearner) to make
it easier to converge.
3.2. Pose Estimation Evaluation
In order to facilitate evaluation results, we choose KITTI’s
monocular sequences 09 and 10 for pose estimation evalu-
ation. ORB-SLAM [1] is a well-known SLAM system with
loop closure and re-localization function, which indicates that
the full version ORB-SLAM use the whole video sequences
as supervision. ORB-SLAM (short) is supervised by 5 frame
snippets, as same as our method’s input. The baseline is the
SfMLearner [9] trained with Cityscapes [19] and KITTI dual
datasets. Futher more, we also compare our iDVO to the
enhanced-SfMLearner proposed by Mahjourian et al. [18] ,
which represents the state-of-the-art performance. Similar to
[9], we need to solve the scale factor by post-processing. Ab-
solute Trajectory Error (ATE) for all methods is computed on
5-snippets and then averages over the entire sequence. The
results of motion estimation are presented in Table 1. The
results show that our method outperforms both the state-of-
the-art deep VO approach and full SLAM system on monoc-
ular camera. More importantly, the smaller variance proves
that our method has better stability on long-term ego-motion,
which is critical in autonomous driving application.
To analyze the effectiveness of different components,
we test three variants of our iDVO. 1) On non-consistency
mask, we only use explain-ability mask. 2) The inertia loss is
dropped. 3) The LSTM cells to predict poses in RCNN are
replaced by the CNN blocks with kernel size of 1. The results
of ablation study in Table 2. show all three modification are
essential to enhance the performance.
Table 1. Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) results on KITTI
VO Sequence 09 and 10 (lower is better).
Method Seq. 09 Seq. 10
ORB-SLAM (full) 0.014±0.008 0.012±0.011
ORB-SLAM (short) 0.064±0.141 0.061±0.130
Zhou et al. [9] 0.021±0.017 0.020±0.015
Mahjourian et al. [18] 0.013±0.010 0.012±0.011
Our iDVO 0.012±0.011 0.012±0.010
Table 2. Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) results of ablation
experiments.
Method Seq. 09 Seq. 10
Full iDVO 0.012±0.011 0.012±0.010
w/o DHEM 0.013±0.012 0.014±0.010
w/o Inertia loss 0.016±0.014 0.015±0.015
w/o RCNN 0.014±0.016 0.013±0.014
3.3. Depth Estimation Evaluation
The depth estimation evaluation which using the Eigen [6]
test set. Table 3 quantitatively compares the depth estimation
between iDVO and several state-of-the-art deep VO systems
[20, 9, 18, 21]. Table 3 shows that our method achieves the
best performance except for Sq Rel section, and performs a
big lead in RMSE section. On the whole, our method has a
great improvement than state-of-the-art algorithms in depth
estimation, and also proves that constraints we have added to
the ego-motion estimation can be effectively reflected in the
depth estimation.
Table 3. Single-view depth evaluation results on the KITTI
Eigen et al. [6] set.
Method Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log
Eigen et al. [6] 0.203 1.548 6.307 0.282
Liu et al. [20] 0.202 1.614 6.523 0.275
Zhou et al. [9] 0.208 1.768 6.856 0.283
Mahjourian et al. [18] 0.163 1.240 6.220 0.250
Li et al. [21] 0.183 1.73 6.570 0.268
Our iDVO 0.162 1.277 5.114 0.248
4. CONCLUSION
Most existing unsupervised deep VO optimize errors by using
the image-based constraint such as the inaccuracy and coarse-
ness of the reconstructed frame. These methods lack consid-
erations of the temporal continuity of the camera pose, result-
ing in a severe saw-tooth undulation in the velocity curves.
Based on the prior of road vehicles’ dynamic characteristics,
we present a loss function to describe the abnormal estimated
motion, and the results proved that it is effective to build con-
straints on long-term sequential ego-motion to supervise the
training. Also, the RCNN and the DHEM improve the per-
formance of the algorithm from temporal and spatial perspec-
tive respectively. Experimental results show that our iDVO
achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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